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SUMMARY

The effects of various afterbody changes on the net propulsive
force of a nacelle-t~e plug nozzle installation were investigated at a
Mach number of 0.9. The isentropic plug nozzle, which was designed for
a jet pressure ratio of 15, was tested at jet pressure ratios up to 5.

., The results obtained are of a qualitative and comparative nature due to
the omission of tunnel wall corrections and to estimates of jet-thrust
los~es. The data indicate that both a thin ring-t~e base shroud and a

,. circular-arc boattail fairing were effective in increasing the net pro-
pulsive force to values greater than those for the basic cylindrical
nacelle configuration. The ring shroud, which lengthened the nacelle
but allowed free-stream air to bleed into the base area through a gap,
was effective in reducing both the jet overexpansion and the nozzle base
drag. The boattail fairing actually increased the total afterbody pres-
sure drag (due to the necessary increase in the nacelle diameter) but
was more effective in reducing the nozzle overexpansion by providing
higher nozzle base pressures.

INTRODUCTION

The plug-type nozzle has exhibited very desirable thrust character-
istics for large ranges of jet pressure ratio (e.g., ref. 1). The
effects of external stream flow on the off-design performance of an
isentropic plug nozzle (ref. 2) inticated that low pressures occurred
on the nozzle base for certain type installations. In addition to
creating a base drag, the low pressures caused an overe~ansion of the
jet, which reduced the plug ttiust at lower-than-design jet pressure
ratios.

u The low base pressures oc~urred for the case where the nozzle was
installed in a cylindrical nacelle. When a boattailed nacelle instal-
lation was used, the low base pressures were almost eliminated. The
boattailed nacelles required a larger diameter, however, and the boat-
tail drag as well as the forebody drag was not determined in those tests.
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The present preliminary investigation
pressure drags of boattailed installations
as well as vsrious types of shrouds which,

NACARM E56J05
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was conducted to compare the
of the isentropic plug nozzle ‘
when added to the original

cylindrical nacelle, might increase the nozzle base pressures at little
or no expense in drag.

The tests were conducted on small-scale models at a Mach number of
0.9.
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The isentropic plug nozzle was designed for a jet pressure ratio
of 15 which requires a nozzle lip or base angle of 37.1°, if all the
expansion is external. In the basic nacelle installation (configuration
A, fig. 1) the cylindrical body formed a sharp corner with the nozzle
base. For one family of configurations (B, C, and E) the sharp corner
at the base was preceded by a circular-arcboattail of 2.25 inches in
radius. These configurations differdd in the type of fairing ahead of
the boattail. For configuration B, the msximum diameter extended for-
ward for the full length of the body, whereas configurations C and E
were faired to the basic nacelle diameter as shown in figure 1. Con-
figuration E differed from confi&uration C in that a short straight sec-
tion was included between the boattail and the conical flare. Configura-
tion D was similar to configuration C except that the boattail radius
was one-half that for configuration C. A photograph of configuration
E is shown in figure 2.

The various ring shrouds and the boundary-layer scoop (configura-
tions F to J) were soldered directly to configuration or attached
with four small brackets.

The models were installed in the 17.5-inch subsonic tunnel by extend-
ing the model through the belJ.mouthss shown in figure 3. Atmospheric air
was drawn through the tunnel by u exhauster system. The pressure data
were recorded photographically from multitube manometer bosrds. Included
were the pressure~ on the faired sfterbodies, the basey plug surface, and
the tunnel wall, and the totsl pressure of the exiting jet. The tests
were conducted at a nominal Mach nuiber of 0.9 for jet pressure ratios
of 2, 3, 4, and 5, in addition to the jet-off condition.

Wind tunnel wall corrections to the drag of the afterbody config-
urations were not ,arpliedin the present investigation. The usual cor-
rections are based on the momentum change of the free-stream flow as it
passes the afterbody to a uniform downstream pressure, and, therefore,
account for the gross interference effect on the drag (ref. 3). A dis-
tribution of the interference effect to parts of the afterbody cannot
be made, however, because the exact distribution of the interference is
unknown. In the present case, the small-scale tests are of a compara-
tive and exploratory nature. The maximum gross correction to the total
afterbody drag coefficient wouldbe an increase of less than 0.01 in
the jet pressure ratio range of 4 to 5. The boattail and base wofid
experience some fraction of this amount, which in itself is a small
part of the total afterbody drag meamred. In any case, if a correction
were applied, it would be equal for all.of the afterbody configurations
tested since the base areas for all the configurationswere equal.

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As pointed out earlier, the basic nacelle
.+

configuration suffers
from low pressures on the base which causes overe~ansion of the jet at
lower-than-design jet pressure ratios in addition to high base drag.
The effects of the various afterbody changes on the base pressure coef-
ficient C b
sue ratioP~

are presented in figure 4 as a function of the jet pres-
. In the present case, the effects are of most interest be-

tween jet pressure ratios of 3 and 5 which is the operating range of
turbojet aircraft cruising at a Mach number of 0.9.

As shown by figure 4, most of the afterbody changes increased the
base pressure coefficient above the values for the cylin~ical nacelle
case (configurationA) at jet pressure ratios between 3 and 5. The
greatest increase in Cp,b was obtained with the extended boattail

(configurationB}, which is included in the investigation primsrily for
comparative purposes since the forebody drag due to increased nacelle
dismeter cannot be accounted for. The long bump (configurationE) which
incorporated a short straight section ahead of the boattail was also
very effective in increasing the base pressure. The long bump was con-
siderably more effective than the boattail fairing (configurationC) .

which did not include the short straight section. The plain ring (con-
figuration F) was the most effective of the shroud-type shields, and
its effectiveness was exceeded only by the long bump and the extended .

boattail. The relatively poor performance of the boundary-layer diverter
(configurationJ) was unexpected and cannot be explained. The relative

. thickness of the boundary to the body diameter was representative of
full-scale missile bodies (ref. 3).

The total afterbody drags of the more promising configurations are
shown in figure 5. The lowest afterbody drag was obtained with the
plain-ring shroud. Although itidid not have the most favorable base
pressure, the plain-ring shroud did not suffer from an added boattail
or bump drag, which, in the case of the etiended bump and extended boat-
tail, actually increased the afterbody drag to values greater than those
for the basic naceXLe configuration. Although the drag of the ring
shroud itself is not accounted for, it is believed to be insignificant
because of its small projected area and short length.

The final evaluation of the various configurations depends, of
course, on the net propubive force, which includes the nozzle thrust
minus the total afterbody drag. Normally the afterbody drag would in-
clude friction drag, but in the present case the friction drag was not
evaluated. Unfortunately, the net propulsive force of the boattailed
configurations cannot be obtained directly from the data. Slight errors
in the plug position caused variations in the plug pressure distributions “
of the same order
would be sought.

.

of magnitude as’the differences in the jet thrust that
However, an indication of the relative values of the <
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net propulsive force can be obtained from an estimation of the jet-thrust
loss. As ‘shownin reference 2, the jet-thrust loss increases with de-
creasing base pressure. To estimate this effect, a linear decrease in
the jet thrust was assumed with decreasing base pressure. The jet-
thrust loss at Cp,b equal to zero is theoretically zero, and a meas-
ured value for the cylindrical nacelle case can be obtained from ref-
erence 2. The estimated thrust loss for the various afterbody config-
U??atiOUS iS shown in figure 6 as a UOZZk _bhUSt iUCRIIEUt ~F.

It can be seen from figure 6 that the boattai.1configurations have
considerably lower nozzle thrust losses because of the favorable effects
of higher base pressures. When the thrust decrement and the total sf-
terbody drag are added, however, the disadvantage of the high boattail
drags can againbe noted as the lower propulsive force loss is obtained
with the plain-ring-shroud configuration. The propulsive force 10SS
of the exbended boattail (configurationB) is lower than that of the
extended bump (configurationE); however, it should be noted that the
extended boattail configuration does not account for the additional
forebody drag that would result from the increased nacelle diameter.
It is interesting to note that for the basic nacelle configuration, the
propulsive force loss at a jet pressure ratio of 5 would smount to ap-
proximately 12 percent of the net ideal thrust (where inlet momentum is
considered) of a typical advanced turbojet engine (ref. 2). For the
ring shroud this decrement would be less than 7 percent.

It is evident that much can be done to reduce the base drag and
nozzle thrust loss that occur for the cylindrical nacelle-t~e plug
nozzle installations. Additional research and development-work are nec-
essary to determine the optimum titerbody configurations from the view-
point of net propulsive force. Larger scale mcdels than those of the
present tests shouldbe used, however, to avoid the consequences of
small errors in mcdel geometry.

For the sake of providing qualitative design information on the
bump configurations, the uncorrected pressure distributions over the
afterbodies are presented in figure 7. It is interesti~ to note that
although a net thrust force acted on the conical flared part of the
afterbody bumps, the drag of the boattailed sreas increased to a value
greater than that for the extended coattail.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tests of various circular-arc boattail fairings and ring-type base
shrouds on a cylindrical nacelle-type installation of a plug nozzle.
were made at a Mach number of 0.9. The results obtained are of a qual-
itative and comparative nature because of the omission of tunnel wall.

. corrections and estimates of jet-thrust losses. The data indicate that:

. .

——... _ ——.
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1. A significant increase in the net propulsive force was obtained
with either a circular boattail fairing or a ring-t~e base shroud.

.

.

2. The plain-ring shroud decreased both the total afterbody pres-
sure drag and the jet-thrust loss due to overexpansion of the cylin&ri-
cal nacelle installation. The boattailed configurationswere more ef-
fective in increasing the base pressure and reducing the overexpansion
losses but stifered from greater total titerbody drags because of the
high drags of the boattail fairings.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, October 15, 1956
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Configuration

● A, cylindrical nacelle
B, extended boattail

2 C, large bump
A D, smallbump
7 E, extended bump

F, plain ring

: G, slotted ring
n H, contoured ring
h Ia, short porousri~
A Ib, long porous ring

< b J, boundary-layer diverter

\
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Jet pressure ratio, P~/po

Figme 4. - Effect of various afterbod.yconfigurations on plug nozzle base
pressure coefficient. I?ree-streamMach number, 0.9.
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Configuration

. A, cylindrical nacelle
.2 0 B, extendedboattsil

❑ E, extendedbump
A F, plain-ring shroud

.1 \
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(a) Boattail drag.

.2

.1

.2

.1

(b) Base drag.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6
Jet pressure ratio, PJ/Po

(c) Total afterbody drag.

Figure 5. - Total and component drags Of vsrious configurations.
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Jet pressure ratio, Pj/Po

Figure 6. - Estimated jet-thrust loss
and propulsive force decrement.
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Figure 7. - Pressure distributionsfor various
ratio, 5j free-stream Mach number, 0.9.
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